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PRESIDENT’S MEDAL FOR CIVIL DEFENCE 
VOLUNTEERS 

 On the eve of Republic Day, the President’s Medal for Distinguished and 
Meritorious Service were awarded to officers for the commendable service 
rendered in Delhi Civil Defence Corps in the Directorate of Civil Defence Delhi. The 
President’s Home Guard and Civil Defence Medal for Distinguished Service was 
awarded to Satvinder Puri, Chief Warden Honorary (West District). The Home 
Guard and Civil Defence Medal for Meritorious Service was awarded to Hazi Sharif 
Ahmad, Chief Warden Honorary (East District), Ramesh Verma, Additional Chief 
Warden Honorary (East District) and Kamlakar Sharma, Divisional Warden 
Honorary (East District). 
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SPOTBILLED PELICANS DYING EN MASSE IN 
ANDHRA PRADESH  

 A nematode infestation has led to mass mortality of spotbilled pelicans (Pelicanus 
philippensis) at Telineelapuram Important Bird Area (IBA) in Naupada swamp of 
Srikakulam district in Andhra Pradesh. Over 150 spotbilled pelicans have 
succumbed to the infestation since December, according to Forest officials, with 
21 birds dying in the past 72 hours alone. As of Wednesday, nearly 200 adult spot-
billed pelicans are surviving in the habitat, where they are breeding during their 
annual sojourn in the swamp. If the mortality rate continues unchecked, the 
species is likely to disappear completely from the swamp in a matter of days. Only 
adult birds have succumbed to the infestation till date. Until now, in South India, 
the Telineelapuram IBA is the prime winter sojourn for the spot-billed pelican for 
breeding. The same IBA is also a breeding habitat for the painted stork (Mycteria 
leucocephala). 
 
PRELIMINARY INQUIRY  

 Wildlife Institute of India (WII Dehradun) expert in animal ecology, migration, and 
movement studies Dr. R. Suresh Kumar spoke to The Hindu regarding the mass 
deaths. “Preliminary inquiry suggests that nematode infestation is the cause for 
the death of the spot-billed pelicans that prey on nearby water bodies. The 
nematode parasite is suspected to be transferred through fish and snails in 
particular, when the birds prey in the aqua ponds.  

 Aquaculture management practices surrounding the habitat are said to be the 
source for the parasite. 
 

30% VACANCIES IN CENTRAL OFFICES AS 
PROMOTIONS ON HOLD 

 Nearly 30% positions are vacant in middle to senior management rank in various 
Central government Ministries as the Union government has not promoted 
officials of the Central Secretariat Service (CSS) in the past six years.  

 The employees have petitioned the Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) 
to issue promotion orders as many officials have retired in these years, losing out 
on enhanced salary and pension benefits. The Forum has even tried to catch the 
attention of the government through a Twitter storm last week.   

 According to CSS Forum, an association of government officers, there are 6,210 
officers in the rank of section officer, Under Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Director 
and Joint Secretaries with 1,839 positions of them lying vacant.  

 The CSS offi•cers are the backbone of the offices as files, documents and orders 
are processed by them. A CSS official said the promotions are stuck on the pretext 
of pending court cases.  

 In October 2021, the Supreme Court reserved its judgement on the grant of 
reservation in promotion to the Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes 
(STs) in government jobs.  A contempt petition was filed against the promotions 
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issued by the DoPT and that matter was tagged with the case pertaining to the 
reservation in promotion to the SC/STs.   

 Manmohan Verma, General Secretary of the CSS Forum, said that in June 2018, the 
DoPT had issued instructions to all Departments and Ministries to effect 
promotions according to the judgement of the apex court in Jarnail Singh Vs Union 
of India and others.  “Accordingly, all Departments are issuing regular promotion 
orders of all Central government employees but only the DoPT which is the cadre 
controlling authority of the CSS officers has not issued orders for regular 
promotions for more than six years on the pretext of pending court cases,” Mr. 
Verma said.  

 A five-judge Bench judgment in the Jarnail Singh case in 2018 had provided for 
“accelerated promotion with consequential seniority” for SC/ST members in 
government services. In 2018, the Supreme Court said it was up to the State 
governments to find ways and means of implementing the court’s June 2018 
judgment.  

 To tide over the crisis, the DoPT promoted 2,770 officials on an ad hoc basis since 
2020.  “There are more than 1,800 vacancies that needs to be filled through 
promotions on an immediate basis… further out of the 4,400 officers, more than 
60% are working on an ad hoc promotion,” said a CSS official.  
 

PM TO HOLD CENTRAL ASIA SUMMIT 
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi will hold the first IndiaCentral Asia summit on 

Thursday, in a videoconference with five Presidents from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.  

 Government officials said the major areas of focus for the conference would be 
trade and connectivity, building development partnerships and enhancing cultural 
and people-to-people contacts, but it is clear that a number of global and regional 
developments will also form a large part of the discussions, set to begin around 
4.30 p.m IST.   

 During the conference, the countries are expected to propose ways to increase 
trade between India and the region, which is only about $2 billion at present, most 
of which comes from energy imports from Kazakhstan. India extended a $1 billion 
Line of Credit (LOC) for development projects in the areas of energy, healthcare, 
connectivity, IT, and agriculture in 2020 and proposes to increase the number of 
educational opportunities for students from Central Asian countries.  

 In addition, India hopes to build on its trilateral working group on Chabahar with 
Iran and Uzbekistan to strengthen connectivity to the region. Meanwhile, other 
developments like the COVID-19 are expected to be discussed, and in particular 
rebuilding economies affected by pandemic.  

 This has also been a major subject for the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 
(SCO) where India and the Central Asian countries are members along with Russia, 
China, Iran and Pakistan. The five leaders including Kazakhstan’s Kassym-Jomart 
Tokayev,Kyrgyzstan’s Sadyr Japarov, Tajikistan’s Emomali Rahmon, 
Turkmenistan’s Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov and Uzbekistan’s Shavkat 
Mirziyoyev were due to be chief guests at the Republic Day parade in Delhi on 
Wednesday, but their visits were cancelled due to the current wave of coronavirus 
cases in India.   
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 The growing tensions between Russia and NATO countries over the troop build-
up on the Ukraine-Russia border, which Moscow says is in response to plans for 
NATO expansion in East Europe, will cast a shadow over the meeting as well, given 
the close strategic ties between Russia and the five former Soviet States, as well as 
Russian ties with India. During the recent uprising in Kazakhstan, President 
Tokayev had received support from Russian President Vladimir Putin, who 
dispatched Russian Army soldiers to help restore the situation.   

 The situation in Afghanistan, which was discussed at length at the SCO, and in 
November by National Security Advisers at an India-Central Asia meet hosted by 
NSA Ajit Doval, as well as at the meeting of India-Central Asia Foreign Ministers in 
December will also come up.  

 Despite statements from several multilateral groupings, the Taliban regime in 
Kabul is yet to agree to forming an inclusive government, restoring education for 
girls of all ages, and giving concrete guarantees on preventing terrorist groups 
from operating in Afghanistan.   

 Not all Central Asian countries are on the same page as India on dealing with the 
Taliban, and with the exception of Tajikistan, all have exchanged high level 
diplomatic visits with Kabul, while at least two, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan 
have reopened their missions in Afghanistan. 

 
DECOMMISSIONED INS KHUKRI TO BE 
CONVERTED INTO MUSEUM  
 INS Khukri, the lead ship of the Indian 
Navy’s Khukri class missile corvettes which 
was decommissioned last December, was on 
Wednesday handed over to the Diu 
administration to be converted into a museum.  
 
INTEGRITY PACT: CVC 
MODIFIES CRITERIA 

 The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) has again modified the criteria for the 
nomination of Independent External Monitors (IEM) in government bodies, 
months after it had issued a revised standard operating procedure for adoption 
and implementation of the ‘Integrity Pact’ clause, which is meant to prevent 
corruption in public procurement.   

 In June 2021, the Commission had issued the revised guidelines. Following 
feedback and suggestions from the Chief Vigilance Officers and other individuals, 
the CVC decided to modify the criteria.   

 The zone of consideration now includes officers who have held the post of 
Additional Secretary to the Government of India; were in equivalent or higher pay 
scale at the time of retirement, whether at the Centre or in any State; and those 
who were Chairmancum-Managing Directors (CMD) of Schedule ‘A’ public sector 
enterprises or were equivalent/higher to Additional Secretary to the Central 
government at the time of retirement.  CMDs/MDs and Chief Executive Officers 
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(CEOs) of public sector banks, insurance companies and other financial 
institutions at the time of retirement and officers of the armed forces who were in 
a pay scale equivalent to or higher than that of Additional Secretary at the time of 
retirement, are also eligible. 

 

XI OFFERS CENTRAL ASIAN NATIONS $500 MN  
He chaired a virtual summit with regional leaders, two days before India’s virtual 
summit with them 

 Two days before Prime Minister Narendra Modi, on Thursday, hosts India’s first 
virtual summit with Central Asian leaders, China’s President Xi Jinping offered 
$500 million in assistance to the region and pledged to ramp up trade. Mr. Xi on 
Tuesday chaired his own virtual summit with Central Asian leaders, two days 
ahead of Mr. Modi hosting a first-of-its-kind virtual summit with the leaders of 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.   

 Mr. Xi’s virtual summit with the same five countries was held “to commemorate 
the 30th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations”, the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry said.  The Chinese President pledged to “import more quality 
goods and agricultural products from countries in the region” and “strive to 
increase the trade between the two sides to $70 billion by 2030.”  

 China’s trade with the five countries crossed $40 billion in 2018, roughly 20 times 
India’s trade with the region that year. Much of that trade has been driven by 
Chinese appetite for energy resources, and Mr. Xi on Tuesday flagged “several big 
projects of strategic importance” including the China-Central Asia natural gas 
pipeline, the China-Kazakhstan crude oil pipeline, the China-Kyrgyzstan-
Uzbekistan highway, and the China-Tajikistan expressway. 
 
RAPID GROWTH 

 He said the China-Europe Railway Express which runs through Central Asia “has 
seen rapid growth” since the launch of his Belt and Road Initiative, which was first 
announced by Mr. Xi during an official visit to Kazakhstan in 2013. Mr. Xi 
announced China would “provide a grant assistance of US$500 million to Central 
Asian countries in support of livelihood programs”.  

 He repeated his backing, already voiced earlier this month, to the embattled 
Kazakhstan government in the wake of protests there and a crackdown by the 
authorities, saying China “firmly opposes attempts by external forces to foment 
colour revolutions in Central Asia, firmly opposes interference in other countries’ 
internal affairs under the pretext of human rights, and firmly oppose any force that 
tries to disrupt the tranquil life of the people of our six countries.” “As a friend and 
neighbour, China has fi•rmly supported Kazakhstan in its effort to maintain 
stability and stop violence, and will continue to support and help Kazakhstan to 
the best of our ability,” he said.  In the virtual summit, Mr. Xi also announced that 
China would provide 50 million doses of vaccines to the five countries. 

 

U.S. SHOULD GIVE LEGAL SECURITY GUARANTEES 
ON NATO: RUSSIA 
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 The U.S. should give legally binding guarantees to Russia to stop eastward 
expansion of NATO, said a senior Russian official here on Wednesday. Roman 
Babushkin, Deputy Chief of Mission of the Russian Embassy, described NATO as 
the “mechanism of confrontation” and emphasised that Russia is not planning to 
invade Ukraine.  

 “First of all, we expect a written response by the U.S. to the Russian proposals 
regarding security guarantees and official commitments for non-expansion of 
NATO eastwards coming back to the implementation of multilateral decisions of 
1997 and 1999 in this regard as well as in regard of the principle of undivided 
security,” said Mr. Babushkin in a statement to  The Hindu, stressing that “any 
security arrangement should take into account the security interests of other 
states.”  

 In a press conference in Kiev, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba on 
Wednesday said, “The number of Russian troops amassed along the border of 
Ukraine and the Occupied Territories of Ukraine is large. It poses a direct threat to 
Ukraine. However, at the moment, this number is insufficient for a full-scale 
offensive against Ukraine along the entire Ukrainian border  

 ‘Mysterious’ campaign: The Russian official, however, said there is an 
“extraordinary disinformation campaign” going on to project a threat of imminent 
invasion of Ukraine. He described the campaign as “mysterious” and said it is 
aimed at using sanctions against Russia.  

 He said economic sanctions are counterproductive and are against the “culture of 
diplomatic communication”, hinting that western obstructions on Russia-aligned 
media outlets amount to curbing freedom of expression.  Mr. Babushkin blamed 
NATO’s increased presence in the region for prompting Russian military build up, 
saying “Russia has absolutely no reason and, consequently no plans to invade 
Ukraine. Our troops at the border are deployed on our own territory and only for 
defence purposes due to escalated NATO military activities in Ukraine.”  

 The Russian envoy described NATO as the “mechanism of confrontation” that is 
suffering from an identity crisis since the end of the Cold War. “It is not true that 
NATO is ensuring the European security — it is impossible without Russia and 
mutually respectful dialogue based on the principle of undivided security, meaning 
that no one should build up security arrangements at the expense of security 
interests of other states.” 

 
U.S. VARSITY VOTES TO ADD CASTE AS A 
PROTECTED CATEGORY’  
The California State University system’s board unanimously ratifies agreement 
with its faculty union  

 The California State University (CSU) system’s board of trustees voted 
unanimously on Tuesday to ratify a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) with its 
faculty union that adds caste to the list of categories that are protected against 
discrimination. The move comes after a few hundred individuals allied with trade 
coalitions and rights groups as well as faculty wrote in support of the move, which 
was opposed by a smaller group of 80-plus faculty that said it would target Indian 
and South Asian origin individuals for special scrutiny.  The addition of caste as a 
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‘protected category’ to the CBA with the union (the California Faculty Association 
or CFA), follows from an earlier move by the campus system to bring caste into the 
purview of its anti-discrimination policy.  Thenmozhi Soundararajan, executive 
director of Equality Labs, a Dalit rights organisation that works for institutional 
recognition of caste discrimination, said the “undemocratic efforts of opponents 
who are opposed to caste equity” could not derail things — a reference to the 
opposition from a faculty group that opposed the change. The group had the 
backing of the Hindu American Foundation (HAF) that had written to oppose the 
move. 
 
DENIAL OF RIGHTS 

 Neither the CFA nor the CSU has the right to negotiate a denial of constitutional 
rights to equal protection and due process,” Suhag Shukla, executive director of 
HAF, said in a statement to the trustees that she posted to her Twitter account.   

 Ms. Shukla said she was not given the opportunity to provide testimony but the 
statement contained what she had planned to say.  

 “Combatting discrimination of all kinds is a shared goal, but mandating disparate 
treatment of only Indian and South Asian faculty with a non-facially neutral class 
is discriminatory and not a solution” she said in the statement. 

 “This agreement includes the inclusion of caste as a protected category. We 
strongly support the inclusion of caste. It is about nondiscrimination, not 
discrimination,” CFA President Charles Toombs said as per a statement posted on 
the Equality Labs website. 
 
WILL DEFEND OUR WIN’ 

 We have already won and we will defend our win even if we have to go to the 
highest court in the United States. Justice will not be denied. We now look forward 
to implementing these policies,” Ms. Soundararajan said..  

 The recognition of caste as a dimension of discrimination is gaining institutional 
support in the U.S. For instance, in December, Harvard University ratified an 
agreement with its Graduate Student Union in December which included caste as 
a protected category.   

 Among those who sent letters and statements of support for the inclusion of caste 
in the Cal State CBA were the California Trade Justice Coalition — an alliance of 
unions and rights groups and APALA AFL-CIO, an Asian American workers alliance 
affiliated with the AFL-CIO, the country’s largest federation of unions. 
 

INDIA PROBES CHINA, VIETNAM OVER ‘DUMPING’ 
OF VINYL TILES  

 India has initiated an antidumping probe against imports of a certain type of tiles, 
used for covering the floors in residential and commercial buildings, from China, 
Taiwan and Vietnam following a complaint by domestic players.  

 The Commerce Ministry’s investigation arm Directorate General of Trade 
Remedies (DGTR) is probing the alleged dumping of “vinyl tiles other than in roll 
or sheet form”.  
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 Welspun India Ltd., Welspun Flooring Ltd. and Welspun Global Brands Ltd. had 
filed a petition to impose anti-dumping duty on the imports from China, Taiwan 
and Vietnam, according to a notification of the DGTR.  

 The applicants, it said, had alleged the dumping of the product was  affecting 
domestic industry which started commercial production in September 2019.  

 “On the basis of the duly substantiated written application by or on behalf of the 
domestic industry, and having satisfied itself, on the basis of the prima facie 
evidence submitted by the industry about the dumping... the authority hereby 
initiates an investigation,” the directorate said.   

 If it is established that the dumping has caused material injury to the domestic 
players, the DGTR would recommend an anti-dumping duty on these imports.   

 Countries start antidumping probes to determine whether their domestic 
industries have been hurt because of a surge in cheap imports.   

 As a countermeasure, they impose these duties under the multilateral regime of 
the World Trade Organisation (WTO). 
 

THE ‘RACIAL PROFILING’ OF THE CHAKMAS 
AND HAJONGS 
When did these migrant communities arrive in Arunachal Pradesh? Where did 
they settle? Why does the State want to relocate them? 

 The story so far: The north-eastern States have had a history of being paranoid 
about outsiders outnumbering the indigenous communities and taking their land, 
resources and jobs. The threat from “non-locals” in a specific area has also been 
perceived to be from communities indigenous elsewhere in the region. This has 
often led to conflicts such as the recent attacks on non-tribal people in Meghalaya’s 
capital Shillong or an Assam-based group’s warning to a fuel station owner in 
Guwahati against employing Bihari workers. In Arunachal Pradesh, the Chakma 
and Hajong people are feeling the heat since the State government decided to 
conduct a special census in December 2021.  
 
WHO ARE THE CHAKMAS AND HAJONGS? 

 Mizoram and Tripura have a sizeable population of the Buddhist Chakmas while 
the Hindu Hajongs mostly inhabit the Garo Hills of Meghalaya and adjoining areas 
of Assam. The Chakmas and Hajongs of Arunachal Pradesh are migrants from the 
Chittagong Hill Tracts of erstwhile East Pakistan, now Bangladesh. Displaced by 
the Kaptai dam on the Karnaphuli River in the 1960s, they sought asylum in India 
and were settled in relief camps in the southern and south-eastern parts of 
Arunachal Pradesh from 1964 to 1969. A majority of them live in the Changlang 
district of the State today.  
WHY WAS A SPECIAL CENSUS OF THE TWO COMMUNITIES PLANNED IN 
CHANGLANG?  

 On November 26, 2021, a letter was issued to the officials in Miao, Bordumsa, 
Kharsang and Diyun circles of the Changlang district for a “special census” to be 
conducted in all the Chakma- and Hajong-inhabited areas from December 11 to 31. 
Chakma organisations said the census was nothing but racial profiling of the two 
communities because of their ethnic origin and violated Article 14 of the Indian 
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Constitution and Article 1 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination, ratified by India. The census plan was dropped 
after the Chakma Development Foundation of India petitioned the Prime 
Minister’s Office and Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh chief Mohan Bhagwat. 
Changlang Deputy Commissioner Devansh Yadav reacted by saying an 
“unnecessary controversy” was being created when similar exercises happened in 
2010 and 2015. Later, Chief Minister Pema Khandu said his Government was 
serious about resolving the protracted issue and will rehabilitate the Chakma-
Hajongs in other States. The Union Minister for Law and Justice made a similar 
statement.  
 
CAN THE CHAKMA-HAJONGS BE RELOCATED OUTSIDE ARUNACHAL PRADESH? 

 Organisations such as the All Arunachal Pradesh Students’ Union say the Centre 
did not consult the local communities before settling the Chakma-Hajongs and that 
the State has been carrying their “burden” for too long. Members of the two 
communities have allegedly been victims of hate crime, police atrocities and denial 
of rights and beneficiary programmes. Based on a complaint lodged with the 
National Human Rights Commission, the Supreme Court had in January 1996 
prohibited any move to evict or expel the Chakma-Hajongs and directed the 
Central and State governments to process their citizenship. The Supreme Court 
pronounced a similar judgment in September 2015 after a Chakma organisation 
sought implementation of the 1996 order. It was also pointed out that Arunachal 
Pradesh cannot expect other States to share its burden of migrants.  
 
WHAT IS THE CITIZENSHIP STATUS OF THE CHAKMA-HAJONGS IN ARUNACHAL 
PRADESH?  

 Members of the two communities had been settled in Arunachal Pradesh six 
decades ago with a rehabilitation plan, allotted land and provided with financial 
aid depending on the size of their families. Although local tribes claim the 
population of the migrants has increased alarmingly, the 2011 census says there 
are 47,471 Chakmas and Hajongs in the State. According to the New Delhi-based 
Chakma Development Foundation of India, the migrants are about 65,000 today 
and 60,500 of them are citizens by birth under Section 3 of the Citizenship Act, 
1955, after having been born before July 1, 1987, or as descendants of those who 
were born before this date. The applications of the remaining 4,500 surviving 
migrants following the 1996 Supreme Court order have not been processed to 
date. Organisations of the migrants said the Citizenship (Amendment) Act of 2019, 
which amended two sections of the 1955 Act, has nothing to do with the Chakma-
Hajongs since they were permanently settled by the Union of India in the 1960s. 
Since 95% of the migrants were born in the North-East Frontier Agency or 
Arunachal Pradesh, the Inner Line Permit mandatory under the Bengal Eastern 
Frontier Regulation of 1873, for outsiders seeking to visit the State, also does not 
apply to them. They say the solution to the decades-old issue lies in the State 
respecting the rule of law and the judgments of the Supreme Court. There has to 
be an end to politicians and political aspirants deriving mileage from the Chakma-
Hajong issue, they say. 
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INVENTION AND REINVENTION OF ETHNICITY 

Many tribal communities in the Northeast have reinvented themselves by 
assuming new nomenclatures, though the reinvention has not meant any 
substantial change in their social status 

 Based on a complaint filed by the Chakma Development Foundation of India, the 
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) has ordered the Ministry of Home 
Affairs and the Arunachal Pradesh government to submit an ‘action taken’ report 
against the racial profiling and relocation of people belonging to the Chakma and 
Hajong communities. The complaint was filed by the foundation following the 
scheduling of an ‘illegal census’ of the Chakma and Hajong-dominated areas. These 
people have also been victims of alleged hate crimes and discrimination due to 
their ethnicity. In this article dated January 4, 2010, M. S. Prabhakara details how 
ethnicity reinvents itself against an ‘Other’. 

 The word “ethnic” (with its derivative, ethnicity), like “colonial,” has acquired a 
soft focus patina permeated with quaintness and romance, something beautiful to 
long for. The other side of this idealised image is its successful marketing. Thus, 
one finds that ethnic food, ethnic clothes and ethnic jewellery are among the most 
assiduously marketed, and hankered after by those with the wherewithal in 
metropolitan areas — for, these things do not come cheap. Similar is the love and 
nostalgia for things colonial, especially on the part of those who have no memories 
of colonial rule. 

 Just as colonialism in action was one of the cruellest and most rapacious 
commercial enterprises that profoundly damaged its victims, ethnicity in action, 
and the uses to which it has been put, have their ugly side. This is certainly so in 
Assam and its environs where ethnicity has gone beyond being merely an idea and 
a word used to describe things strange and exotic, once viewed as supposedly 
unique to the tribal people on the margins. One nowadays speaks routinely of 
“ethnic Assamese.” “Ethnic Assamese” restaurants are a thriving business. 
Traditional Assamese attire worn by women is sold at “ethnic Assamese 
boutiques” at very high prices which few “ethnic Assamese” can afford. 

 Questions about ethnicity and ethnic identity are now a constant in any discussion 
of the ferment as much among different sections of the tribal and non-tribal people 
in Assam and its neighbourhood as among the people of the Brahmaputra Valley, 
the “ethnic Assamese.” The idea as much as the word has become part of a new 
political vocabulary of power, whose defining elements in their more extreme 
forms of expression are exclusion and hatred of the ‘Other.’ 

 This is perhaps natural since underlying the present exclusionary ideologies 
whose other side is hatred of the ‘Other’ is the historic reality that those presently 
driving such exclusionist agendas were themselves despised, excluded and 
marginalised by communities that have always viewed themselves as part of 
society’s mainstream. 

 Ethnicity and ethnic consciousness are, however, a universal phenomenon. Every 
people possess specific identity markers, though in popular usage ethnicity is 
considered a unique feature of tribal societies. The family, the home, the kinship 
group, gender, caste, religion, language, race, even the physical space that a people 
occupy — any and each one of these could be and indeed is a coordinate of a 
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people’s identity. These identity markers of their nature criss cross, with the result 
that every people have multiple identities. 

 And yet, identity politics and ethnic, now ethno-nationalistic, assertions 
articulated in singular and exclusive terms have taken some of the most violent 
forms not merely in Assam and its neighbourhood but worldwide. There is hardly 
any country, from the economically most advanced to the most backward, where 
such ethno-nationalistic mobilisations have not taken place with a political agenda 
of separatism whose objective is to carve out an exclusive territorial and political 
space, excluding the ‘Other’ who has historically been part of the same territorial 
and political space, and has shared the same or similar ethnic identity. Often, the 
‘Other’ is indistinguishable from the self, as in civil wars whose key component is 
ethnic cleansing, the other side of violent ethnic assertion. 

 There may be an element of subjectivity in such ethnic identity assertions. One is 
not merely what one is, one is also what one thinks and feels one is; and no one, 
certainly no know-all journalist or even better qualified scholars can dismiss even 
the most subjectively held perceptions of a people as merely reductionism. The 
problem arises when such assertions seek to deny, diminish and, if possible, 
destroy the ‘Other,’ who is very often of one’s kind but in this process of 
exclusionary mobilisation is cast beyond the pale. 

 A most curious feature of such ethnic mobilisations is the plasticity of identities in 
whose name such mobilisations are done, with such identities constantly invented 
and reinvented. When an element of fabrication enters this process of construction 
and invention, one has to question the very authenticity of such rigid identity 
assertions. One recalls that a key element in the destruction of the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia was the invention, in addition to the Serb, the Croat and 
Bosnian nationalities (the Montenegrins and the Slovenes were still in the making, 
in political and territorial terms, during those fraught years) of the Muslim as a 
‘nationality,’ virtually replacing the Bosnian, though historically there were (and 
are) Serbian Muslims, Croatian Muslims and Bosnian Muslims. 

 This phenomenon of invention and reinvention of identities is widespread in 
Assam and the northeast. In Assam, the process where a tribal person by going 
through some simple and nominal ritualistic processes would become part of the 
caste Hindu Assamese society, albeit at its lower levels, has been well documented. 
Many tribal communities have reinvented themselves by assuming new 
nomenclatures, though the reinvention has not meant any substantial change in 
their social status, but only the restoration of a nomenclature replacing the old that 
had pejorative connotations. There has also been a singular case of a tribal identity 
being ‘fabricated,’ a creation out of airy nothing both a name and a local habitation 
(see Manufactured identities, Frontline, 7 October 2005). 

 Manipur presents some of the most striking examples of such invention and 
reinvention of identities. Thirty-two tribal communities (till recently 29), broadly 
classified under two heads, the Kuki and the Naga, are recognised in the State. 
However, the exact number of those classified under the two heads has never been 
clear because of an element of fluidity in this categorisation. What is clear is that 
while there are few instances of a Naga tribe switching its identity to Kuki, traffic 
in the reverse direction is not uncommon. A well documented case is that of the 
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Anal, a tribal people inhabiting Chandel district, who were once classified as Kuki 
and are now classified as Naga. 

 One of the most interesting cases of such plasticity is the Monsang, once 
considered a Kuki tribe and now identified as a Naga tribe. In a conversation with 
this correspondent in Imphal recently, Professor Gangmumei Kamei, historian of 
Manipur, referred to Ng Mono, former MLA and leading person from the Monsang 
community who was at one time the general secretary of the Kuki National 
Assembly, and who later became a leading member of the Naga Integration 
Council, which wants the integration of contiguous Naga-inhabited areas under 
one political and administrative set-up — in short, the break-up of Manipur. 
Professor Kamei himself presents a most interesting transition. Once known as 
Gangmumei Kabui, he is now the leading ideologue of the Zeliangrong movement 
that seeks a homeland for the Zeliangrong community, which is literally a 
construct made up from the names of three Naga communities of Manipur (and 
Nagaland) — ZEme, LIANGmei and RONGmei. There have been similar constructs 
in the region. 

 During the Kuki-Naga clashes in parts of the State in 1993-94, the Chiru and Kom 
tribes who did not see themselves as part of either of the two broad categories, 
nevertheless chose to identify themselves as Kuki or Naga depending on the 
vicinity they lived in. When the clashes abated, they reverted to their original 
status. However such strategies of survival have not always worked. The clashes 
that broke out on July 24, 1997 in Churachandpur (Lamka), headquarters of the 
district of the same name in southwest Manipur, and persisted for nearly a year 
involved, both as perpetrators and victims, two of the major communities of the 
town and the district, the Thadou Kuki and the Paite, both part of the great Kuki-
Chin family, and virtually indistinguishable from each other. These clashes were 
one of the most extreme examples of the ‘Other’ and the self becoming 
indistinguishable. 

 One may well ask, in the words of Shakespeare: Hark in thine ear. Change places 
and, handy-dandy, which is the justice, which is the thief?  Who is the self, who is 
the Other? 

 
 
 


